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Abstract
The environmental impact has been a critical issue in supply chain network
research. Handling it efficiently will help the firm reduce pollution and save
cost. In order to improve the environmental effect on this supply chain network, recovery activity becomes a significant part in the reverse logistics network, due to complexity and heterogeneity. In a reverse logistics network,
there are many decision problems to be taken into consideration such as facility location, capacity allocation, production planning and vehicle routing.
Each of these problems can be categorized into three types of decision planning: strategic, tactical or operational, based on the time planning horizon. In
this paper, we review the literature of supply chain network in an effort to
achieve green through implementing reverse logistic practices, and classify the
defined problems by the group of decision planning. In general, most of the
literatures are focused on the strategic and tactical decision planning, only a
few are operational-based. The objective of this paper is to analyze the decision planning being done in this area of research and provide future insights
on how to design the reverse logistics network with different decision planning which will reflect the real life scenario.
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1. Introduction
Supply chain is one of the active application areas in operational research and
management science. The success of a company depends on the efficiency of deDOI: 10.4236/jcc.2017.58007 June 30, 2017
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sign, manufacture and product distribution in a network. The supply chain is
designed to meet consumers’ demands and satisfactions in a timely manner and
as efficiently and profitably as possible. Dealing with the demands that need to
match with the supply, reliability, and consistently in high quality at acceptable
cost are the major problems in supply chain network design (SCND) [1].
The SCND is a network connecting facilities from different levels. The top
level corresponding to the suppliers or plants while the bottom level corresponding to the consumers or demand zones. The paths joining between these
facilities represent sequences of supply chain network activities to ensure the
product or service is delivered. The network activities are referring to the economic activities which associated with the flow of products or services through
the early raw material stage to the end user. The suppliers will provide the raw
materials to the manufacturer where the production takes place. Then the product will be stored at distribution centres prior to despatch, which is dependent
on a customer’s specific delivery instructions. The SCND can have different
stages or phases depending on the number of facilities being connected (see,
Figure 1).
The origin for all activities is the predefined deterministic demand of the
consumers, where the products are manufactured or transported only if requested by the subsequent members of the supply chain. However, it can be a
stochastic demand with uncertainty. Supply and demand are rarely concentrated
in the same place, therefore transportation is vital to ensure the reliable and affordable flow. The supply chain can be categorized as: lean, agile, green, closedloop, sustainable and risk supply chain. Figure 2 shows the definition for each
type of the SCND.
In a lean supply chain, elimination of waste or non-adding elements will reduce the cost. Increasing the efficiency through reduction of waste and cost of
inventories by carrying small batches of production are two major features in
lean manufacturing. Flexibility is the key characteristic of agile supply chain.
From inside supply chain, flexibility means non-fixed configurations and structures. While from the point of consumer perspective, the supply chain must deliver products and services at the beginning of the usual short profit widows in
less time [2].
In sustainable supply chain practices, all parties involved will conserve the
natural resources for the next generation to avoid the overconsumption of resources [3]. It is a combination of economic and environmental issues, but it al

Figure 1. Supply chain network design.
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Figure 2. Type of supply chain network.

so adds social aspect into the consideration. Predicting and dealing with the
various type of risk such as delay, inaccurate forecast, failures in procurement,
disruption, system breakdowns and problem with capacity and inventory are
risk management concerned in supply chain [3]. Hence, designing a robust network with efficient product flow management can handle the risks in the supply
chain.
In a closed-loop supply chain, it combines both forward and reverse flows.
The forward supply chain includes the activities of procurement, design, manufacture and distribution to consumer while reverse supply chain is related to
process of inspecting, sorting, disassembly for the purposes of reuse, reprocessing and redesign.
The increases of waste disposal and limited space of landfill show that the environmental problem becomes a critical issue among the industries. The hazardous risk through the contamination and emission will affect the human
health. Moreover, the waste disposal are costly since the location of landfills are
commonly far away to be sent. Therefore, industries have started to integrate
environmental factors throughout the organizations by implementing green
supply chain. They integrate the green technologies into their product designs,
production and distribution process. The green distribution involves efficient
route planning, fuel reduction and promotes the eco-friendly products as well
[4]. Green supply chain enhances the productivity and environmental performance for sustainable development to achieve a competitive advantage. In order
to respond to the consumer for the environmental based products, the green aspect in supply chain has now become more significant among the industries. Besides, the environmental legislation forces the practitioners to set the environmental effect as one of the main objectives. The trade-offs between the cost and
environmental objectives must be conducted to optimize both dimensions [5].
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Due to the importance of the study, the main focus of this review is on the green
supply chain network design (GSCND).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an introduction on the GSCND and the green processes involved. The network design, facilities and recovery process in reverse logistics are describe in Section 3.
Section 4 review the strategic, tactical and operational planning in reverse logistics and Section 5 present the conclusions and future directions.

2. Green Supply Chain Network Design
The GSCND can be defined as “greening” one or some of the processes in SCND
such as product design, material sourcing and selection, manufacturing operations and logistic of final products to the end consumers by considering the environmental effect with the support of the firm and enforced by the government
regulations [6]. By implementing GSCND practices, it can improve the environmental performance of product and process.
Although GSCND has many benefits, there are also some challenges to be
concerned. There must be a high level of uncertainty about the market position
which means that green is not warranty for better income. To be green, there are
many elements need to be tackled. Green product, green procurement, green
manufacturing, green consumer, end-of-life management and green logistics are
the key elements in GSCND [7]. Each of them has their own characteristics and
decisions to be made.
Green product relates to the design and material of the product. The manufacturer needs to design the product to be environmental friendly and scored
high in the life cycle assessment (LCA). LCA is the evaluation of the product that
could affect the environmental and related resources through all phases of its
life. It should be designed purposely for the continuity of the life-cycle process.
In the process of making a product, green material minimize the content and
types, packaging, energy consumption during usage and product development as
well as the disposal at product ends-of-life. It is about material sourcing and selection. To be green, the firm needs to choose and use less polluting materials
that can be recycled.
Green procurement is a supplier selection with the risk analysis. Hazardous
and harmful substances accumulated throughout the process seek green suppliers to provide cleaning materials and components [7]. In a production process,
the manufacturer implement green manufacturing by reducing energy consumption, production waste and the use of clean technologies. Remanufacturing
is one of the processes that protecting the environment from pollution. It is the
manufacturing of the recycling product. It offers a potential advantage such as
increased profitability through reduction in the new raw material usage. Remanufactured parts can be used for assembly of new product or resold if the entire
products are upgraded [8].
The end-of-life management contributed to the green supply chain. The recovery activities such as recycling, remanufacturing, refurbishing, repairing and
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reusing are the main areas in life-cycle process. The returned products can be
reprocessed to bring quality back to a reusable level, obtain recoverable components and materials. It is much cheaper to use returned component and recycle
material than using a new part.
Logistics associated with various products according to its size, weight, volume as well as the quality and safety. Implementation of green logistics is supported by consumer pressure, different type of logistics activity and the development of innovation. Green logistics is the integration of the environmental
aspect into logistics activities, and it is significant in every decision making
process across the logistics network. This practice becomes one of the critical issues among practitioners which are associated with climate change, air pollution, noise and other environmental effects. Green logistics approaches depending on the type of companies’ service provided to the consumer and the size of
the companies. Logistics can be “green” by considering the alternative mode of
transportation, the energy usage during logistics activities and material usage
along the route of the shipping [5]. It relates to the CO2 and greenhouse gas
emission. Reverse logistics can be defined as one of the green logistics which is
the focus on this review study.

3 Reverse Logistics
Reverse logistics can be defined as the process of handling and collecting all the
returned end-of-life equipment, materials, products or components from end
user back to the point of origin. It is also for all operations related to the recovery process of any possible used products and materials. The process of collecting sometime faces difficulty depending on the willingness of the consumer and
the strategic location of collection centre.
Reverse logistics can also be related to the process of planning the reverse flow
network, implementing the process of recovery and controlling the related costs
for the purpose of creating value or disposal [9]. It is known as all activities associated with a product or service after the point of sale and set up the goal to optimize the aftermarket activity development. In addition, it can save in inventory
carrying transportation and waste disposal costs as well as improving consumer
service [10].
Reverse logistics can be classify as a closed loop (see Figure 3) if it integrated
with the forward logistics. When only the reverse flow is being considered, it is
an open-loop supply chain. In an open-loop, the flow of materials and products
are delivered starting from the point of consumer to the secondary user through
the collection centre and processing centre.

3.1. Facilities in Reverse Logistics Network
In a reverse flow, there are four facilities or centers that need to be considered in
the network: collection, disassembly, processing and disposal [11]. Collection
centre is the place where all the returned products or used products being collected. There are two stages involved in collection centre which are the pick-up
activities and the transportation of the returned products from one facility to
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Figure 3. Closed-loop flow [11].

another. Usually, the products will be self-collected by the company. However,
due to some reasons, the company may outsource to third party for collection or
the products are returned by the consumers. The choice of collection method is
depends on the cost, flexibility, location, complexity of the product, and the reason for returning it.
After all the returned products have been collected, the next process is to sort
them according to the quality level of the products at the disassembly centre.
Disassembly centre will first inspect and separate each product. During the sorting process, the conditions of the returned products are inspected concurrently.
It determines either the returned products need to be recovered or sent to the
disposal centre. It is important to ensure the right recovery process for the next
stage. Inspection and separation process may include the disassembly, shredding, testing and sorting steps. In addition, the company should prepared guidelines for the returned products that meet the criteria, to be considered as an inventory and the intricacies of the sorting process.
Processing centre transformed a returned product into a usable product again.
This is the place where all the treatment options are performed such as recycling,
remanufacturing, repairing and repackaging of the returned products [12]. The
activities such as cleaning and replacement may be involved too. The choices of
recovery process are depended on the condition and the quality level of the returned products. Upon completion, the recovered products will be sent back to
the facilities based on the type of recovery processes. For example, if the product
is recycled, then it will be sent to the supplier. If a returned product cannot be
recovered, it will be disposed at the disposal centre. The disposal centre is the
exit of the reverse logistics system. A company would prefer to send the product
to the disposal centre when there is no any beneficial value to the product.

3.2. Recovery Process in Reverse Logistics
Due to limited landfill capacity, waste disposal become a major concern among
industries. At the same time, consumers are expecting that company will pro88
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duce a green product to reduce the environmental pollution. At the processing
centre, the recovery decision of the returned products is very crucial as it will be
sent back to the facility after the product is recovered. Besides, product recovery
may be attractive from an economical perspective as well [9].
Repair
Repairing can be defined as recovering the defected, broken or damaged in
some parts of the product. It could be a failed working device, or deficiency of an
item. The purpose of repairing is to ensure the returned product is functioning
[13]. Repairing require lower capital investment and more to skill-based [6]. After the product has been repaired, it will be sent to the distributor.
Refurbish
Refurbishing is similar to the repairing but the process will upgrade the quality level of the product and usually less complicated process than a new production. It is more skill-based in order to make them almost as good as new [6].
Compared to the repairing process, refurbishing needs more attention since it
involved disassembly process, inspection and replacement of critical parts. Commonly, it is closely related to the electronic or electric product that required
testing before the product can be returned. Refurbished product is normally returned under warranty or unused consumer returns. It will be sent to the distributor after conducting a proper inspection.
Reuse
The reused products are sent to the retailer for the same function or for others
activity. Reuse is the simplest process as it does not require any high technology
tools. Hence, it can minimize the cost compared to other recovery processes.
Remanufacture
Remanufacturing is the process of rebuilding or reconstructing the product by
using the combination of reused, repair and import of new parts. It requires the
replacement of obsolete parts. It is more specific and challenging. To remanufacture it to a new product, it involved the process of disassembly, detailed inspection
of all parts and finally assembled them properly. Remanufacturing process is quite
different with other recovery processes in its completeness where the remanufactured product usually has the same quality as the new product. The remanufactured
product will be sent back to the manufacturer to be sold at the same price [14].
Recycle
Recycling is a process of converting waste material to a new raw material. The
recycled products will be sent to the supplier and enter the supply chain again as
a raw material for new products [4]. The purpose of recycling is to reuse the
material from the returned product that is cannot be remanufactured or repaired. In order to reduce the cost of raw material, recycling could be the best
alternative. This process can reduce the environmental impact and it is a good
alternative to save the material from been disposed.

4. Strategic, Tactical and Operational Decisions
The main area in reverse logistics are logistics distribution, production planning
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and inventory capacity. Reverse logistics, as part of supply chain management,
provides useful quantitative models for network design in the management of
end-of-life products [15]. Location-allocation problem is particularly relevant in
a reverse logistics context that affects both costs and consumer service levels.
Inventory also may become significant, especially in case of high valuable goods
(e.g. electronic equipment) [16]. There are many others decision can be listed
and each of it has a different level of planning horizon, which can be categorized
into the following three levels:
i) strategic decision
ii) tactical decision
iii) operational decision
Decision planning can be integrated either “horizontal integration” or “vertical integration”. Horizontal integration means by integration the same decision
level of optimization problems while vertical integration combines two different
levels of decision [17]. For example, strategic-tactical, strategic-operational or
tactical-operational.

4.1. Strategic Decision Planning
Strategic decision planning is a long term decision planning between 2 to 5 year
timeline. At this strategic level, the decisions made are high level because there
are difficult to change. It is associated with the recovery process, especially during the design of the product. Coordination of supply chain network, capacity
planning and designing of the remanufacturing systems with environmental
consideration also fall under this category [11].
Product design plays an important role in a profitable prospect of product return for recycling and remanufacturing. The company should investigate the effect of product design, especially in a closed-loop network. However, during the
process design, the impact of the product design has always been neglected. In
order to be more practical, company should plan the appropriate design for their
products to continue the recovery process of the returned products in reverse
logistics flow. A company, who is actively practicing the remanufacturing in
their network, should competence in defining the quality level of the reliability
components. Original equipment manufacturer (OEM) could decide to permanently seal or weld a product, as opposed to using fasteners, during its initial assembly but this makes disassembly of the product (during recycling or remanufacturing) much more difficult and costly. Thus, product design decisions have a
significant impact on a firm’s strategic decisions regarding remanufacturing
[18].
Before a company starts the production operation, they must develop the
network for used products recovery [19]. The coordination of reverse logistics
network design should be efficient in order to collect the used products in a
cost-effective manner and gives profitable to the remanufacture. Reverse logistics network consist of network design of collection activity and its physical
transportation to support the system. One of the critical components in the
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network design is the decision on capacity and location of each facility. The facilities should be placed in a strategic location to maximize the flexibility and
responsiveness of consumers. Recently, some industries prefer to have a hybrid
system where two activities are concurrently working in one location as they
share the same component and processing. By implementing this, the operating
and transportation cost can be reduced. However the complexity to handle hybrid system will be increased. In this case, the sufficient space in the facilities
must be well organized.
The challenging part faced by company is to decide on how to build the reverse logistic network such that it meets the objective and constraints. Besides, a
company needs to set up a reverse logistics network based on the requirement of
environmental legislation to ensure the proper disposal of its products [18]. The
role of environmental legislations could affect the company’s remanufacturing
decision in a long term. Based on [12], return policy is also one of the strategic
planning in reverse logistics. One study has been found where the decision is to
obtain optimal policies for price and return policy with the aim of maximizing
the profit [20].
As mentioned earlier, the researchers pointed out that at the strategic level decision; the design of the recovery network has to be decided first. Therefore,
some researchers proposed the network design for reverse logistics such as: design of collection network for take-back of white goods for remanufacturing
[21], design of generic reverse logistics model considering distribution and recovery network [22], design of integrate traditional and reverse supply chain
model [23], model of the reliable network for facility location [24], model of a
reverse SCND problem considering specified returns [25], planning a forward/reverse logistics considering capacity expansion and dynamic transportation link [26] and develop optimal model for cross-stage reverse logistics [27].
Among these, only [24] deal with the multi-objective and uncertainty. The objectives of their study are to minimize the total cost and expected transportation
cost after failure of facility. They used fuzzy multi-objective programming together with robust optimization and queuing theory to solve the problems.
Most of the studies in this review deal with the decision on how to locate the
facilities, the optimal number of facilities to be opened, the capacity of production for each facility and the products flow between facilities. This can be found
in the following multi-objective problems. Monte-Carlo simulation was chosen
to solve the cost and environmental risk minimization under uncertainty [28].
The heuristic (scatter search) and dual simplex method are used for multi-objective total cost and total tardiness of cycle time minimization [19]. The
bi-objective of minimizing total cost and at the same time maximizing the consumer responsiveness been solved by using multi-objective memetic algorithm

[17]. Corley method which is the hybrid of weighted-sum and ε -constraint
methods, has been used in order to maximize the on-time delivery from supplier
as well as maximizing the total profit [29] and multi-objective particle swarm
optimization is used to minimize the total cost and CO2 emission [30].
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The facility location-allocation problems with single objective have been
found in many literatures [8] [9] [15] [31] [32] [33] [34]. Among them, [32]
proposed forward and reverse logistics to extend the single product unlimited
capacity to multi-product capacitated. Reference [35] focused on the optimal
capacity in the production of manufactured and remanufactured products for
forward and reverse flow supply chain while [36] proposed mathematical model
for reverse logistics handling product returns. They use GAMS software to solve
the problems.
Since some problems in location-allocation are considered large scale problem
and exact methods are not appropriate to obtain the optimal solution for this
size, the researchers decided to use heuristic and/or metaheuristic approaches.
Jenkins’ heuristic is used by [9] to solve piecewise linear in generic facility location for product recovery. Reference [37] solved the location and material flows
for take back and the recovery of end-of-life vehicle (ELV) by using heuristic
method based on greedy algorithm. Genetic algorithm is widely used in facility
location problem such as reverse logistics problem involving product returns
[33], dynamic modeling approach for 3rd party logistic provider (3PLs) [38], location-allocation problem of repair facilities for 3PLs [39], and optimization of
location of collection points based on RFID [40]. Priority-based encoding simulated annealing with special neighbourhood search mechanism has been used to
solve multi-stage reverse logistics problem [41]. Others metaheuristic methods
such as ant colony optimization for nonlinear dimension factor called SCAntNL Design [42], hybrid genetic algorithm with particles warm optimization [34]
and hybrid discrete artificial bee colony [43] are also been studied.
Dynamic location-allocation model with forward/reverse under uncertainty
also has been proposed. This problem has been solved by using integrated sample average approximation and simulated annealing [44], scenario-based stochastic approach using stochastic programming model [45], and multi objective
differential evolution to minimize both total cost and CO2 emission cost for
fuzzy programming [46].

4.2. Tactical Decision Planning
The tactical decision problem is a medium term decision. It takes 1 to 2 year
timeline and generally it comes after the strategic decision planning. The decisions are related to the production planning and inventory management as well
as procurement and integrated management of product returns with the overall
organization. Return forecasting, product return handling and aggregate production planning are related to the product returns activities [11].
A company that decides to remanufacture their products has some issues of
tactical decision. They need to plan on the number of used products that should
be recovered and decide on the capacity limit of the recovery products for each
time period. The decision is more complex compared to the traditional forward
supply chain. In a forward supply chain, the components or materials are purchased from the supplier with the exact amount. The number of materials is
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predetermined since the target unit of the final products to be produced is decided earlier. In contrast with the reverse flow, the production planning is necessary to be organized systematically since there are many unpredictable quality
levels as well as a capacity constraint in product return of the remanufacturing
process. The variation of quality level may due to the different ways of the product maintenance conducted by the owner. Some products required additional
costs to remanufacture and not all the products can be recovered. The functionality of production planning is to determine the optimum quantity of each unit
for each period to be processed. This decision is crucial in order to obtain the
cost-saving effectively. Different demands and limitation on the number of
processed unit in each period would influence the successes of the whole planning [18].
Since the returned products will have different levels of quality, the disposition decision must be made. The highest quality level of returned products are
the least expensive to remanufacture. The disposition decision in the reverse
supply chain allocates returned products to an appropriate processing option.
This decision is important in order to reduce pollution during the recovery
processes.
In inventory planning, there are two main areas. First is the management of
uncertainty of product returns and secondly is the management of inventory of
new components when both regular procurement and recovered components
can satisfy the demands. Aggregate planning concerned with the amount of inventory to be held in stock and backlogged for each period. This planning is
considered as a tactical decision planning. A safety stock planning approach in
reverse logistics is provided in [47]. An optimal inventory policy on changes of
manufacturing, remanufacturing and disposal rate in reverse logistics is proposed by [48]. Both studies aim to reduce the holding cost in their objective.
Other researchers proposed inexact reverse logistics in planning the inventory
control, waste disposal and distribution [49]. The collection of returnable combines with recovery modules has been solved by [50].
The general framework of remanufacturing system has been developed by
[51]. They applied the framework with some numerical examples in making a
decision on the quantity of parts needed to remanufacture and number of parts
needed to purchase from the subcontractor. This followed by other researchers
where the decision is to determine the optimal capacity of manufacturing and remanufacturing product units per period [14]. In the study, a variable neighborhood descent heuristic algorithm is applied for solving a multi-product dynamic
lot-sizing problem.
Besides the inventory control, the hazardous waste treatment and transportation problem are also included under tactical planning. About the problems of
waste treatment and management, [52] formulated a discrete-time linear analytical model to determine the time-varying and hazardous waste in reverse logistics. An activity-based model is presented by [53] to allocate the discarded
product, disassembly activity and fraction of waste of electrical and electronic
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equipment (WEEE) treatment. An incremental risk-induced penalty is used by
[54] to estimate the risk for multi-objective linear programming. The study is
conducted to minimize both reverse logistics operational cost and risk-induced
penalties.
Multi-objective can be found in transportation model proposed by [5]. They
aim to determine the dependencies of transport cost, emission and fuel consumption. The optimization model is calculated by computer program LOMP.
Others researchers use priority-based encoding genetic algorithm (priGA) and
heuristic approach for transportation flow problem [10].
Tactical planning can be integrated with strategic decision planning. Usually,
the researchers will combine the decision of location and capacity planning of
facilities with the optimal inventory capacity to be held or purchased. The generalized algebraic modeling system (GAMS) is used by [55] to solve 0 - 1 mixed
integer programming. Reference [56] determined the location of third checking
sites and inventory policy for B2C (business to consumer) e-market and modeled it as a bi-level programming problem while [16] used technique of differential evolution and incorporated the MINLP with queuing model for inventory.
Other software are also been used such as XpressSP software for multi-stage
stochastic demand [57] and CPLEX to tackle product returns in multi-period
reverse logistics [58]. Differential evolution also been proposed by [59] to deal
with the stochastic delay due to uncertainty.
The facility location-allocation problem can be combined with disposition decision. A bi-level optimization model was coded in GAMS 21.2 with CPLEX 7.5
[6], and a two-stage stochastic mixed-integer solved by ILOG CPLEX 10.1, has
been used to solve these problems [60]. They considered the multi-objective in
their problem which is minimizing the operating cost and minimizing the obnoxious effect caused by the reverse network. Meanwhile, the decision of disassembly and processing centers to be opened with the transportation strategy has
been solved by priGA [61].

4.3. Operational Decision Planning
Operational decision planning is a short term planning which is on a day-to-day
decision. Vehicle planning and scheduling are under operational planning decision. The majority of remanufacturing shops are low volume job-shop type operations [18]. The remanufacturing operations become more challenging as the
uncertainty in the supply and the large variance along the possible routing are
increased compared to the traditional forward production. The issues under the
scheduling planning are the decision of optimal disassembly sequences, the parts
should be released to the floor, the rules for shop floor and the route of the
products [18].
Operational decisions come as consequences of the strategic and tactical decisions. Dynamic control of product recovery operations and dynamic pricing of
products are included in operational planning decision [11]. Some other interesting operational issues are warehousing operations problems such as order
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batching and picking, routing pickers in warehouse are also considered in this
operational planning [62].
Operational planning found in this review study is mostly related to vehicle
routing problem. Vehicle routing and scheduling problem may have issues on
mixed pick-up and deliveries and time windows for delivery. A heuristic construction procedure is used by [63] where the initial solution obtained by a local
search to solve the vehicle routing problem with simultaneous delivery and
pickup. The same vehicle routing problem as in [63] is solved by [64] using tabu
search to calculate the transportation route for recycling. An integrated ant colony and tabu search algorithm is also proposed by [65] for the same problem.
Both papers have the same objective which is to minimize the total distance and
cost by determining the route of vehicle.
Recently, many researchers integrated the operational decision planning with
strategic or tactical decision planning. The decision on multi-stop vehicle route
with return policy and optimal quantity of return material to be picked up been
solved by heuristic approach [66]. Location and critical path of WEEE intermediate storage points are determined using CPLEX 9.1 [67]. A framework is proposed by [68] that separated into operational and strategic flexible measure for
3PLs performance outcome and solved it by novel neighborhood rough set approach. A vehicle routing problem and location-allocation problem is solved by
[69] by implementing greedy adjustment in a novel discrete artificial bee colony
algorithm. The artificial immune system and particle swarm optimization are
used by [4] to obtain the vehicle routes and quantities to be produced at each facility.
The integration of tactical and operational decision planning which is defined
by the service area of each depot and scheduling of collection route has been
found [70]. The study solved the combination of three objectives: minimize distance, CO2 emission and working hours by the augmented ε -constraint method. The paper balances the economic factor with environmental issues and social aspect. The approximation to the Pareto front is obtained to solve the multi-objective problem. To the best of our knowledge, only one paper integrated all
three planning: facility-inventory-routing problem in their study [71]. They used
a hybrid ant colony optimization algorithm to minimize the total cost in reverse
logistics. To summarize, all the collected articles published since 1999 that related to the reverse logistic problems based on the strategic, tactical and operational planning are listed in Table 1 below.
Table 2 below shows the distribution of decision planning of the selected articles in the reverse logistics. It clearly shows that most of the studies are in the
strategic decision planning. Compared to the strategic and tactical decision
planning, operational decision planning is the lowest. Before the operational decision can been made, the strategic and tactical planning should be decided first.
Since the strategic and tactical decision should be determined first, it becomes a
constraint for operational decision [42]. Besides, among these three decisions
planning, operational give less effect to the entire performance of supply chain
since it is a short term planning. Due to this, most of the researchers are more
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Table 1. Classification of strategic (S), tactical (T) and operational (O) planning based on the decision problems.
Authors
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Decision Problems

[55]

•
•
•

Location of distribution/remanufacturing facilities.
Optimal inventories quantities of remanufactured products.
Transportation of cores between facilities.

[63]

•

Vehicle routing with simultaneous delivery and pick-up

[9]

•

Location of plant and distribution warehouse and allocation of goods flows between facilities.

[47]

•

Production and inventory for safety stock planning.

[31]

•
•

Number of location for storage and treatment facilities
Optimal physical flow of end-of-life products.

S

T





O






[52]

•

Time-varying collection and treatment amount of hazardous waste



[48]

•

Optimal inventory policies in reverse logistics.



[20]

•

Optimal price and return policies.

[53]

•

Optimal allocation of WEEE treatment in reverse logistics system.

[28]

•
•

Location and allocation at various facilities.
Optimal waste quantity travelling.

[51]

•

Quantity parts to be processed and purchased from subcontractor.



[9]

•

Transportation model (dependencies of cost, emission and fuel consumption)



[33]

•

Location of collection and repair facilities for 3PLs under capacity limit.



[32]

•

Warehouse location-allocation model.



[66]

•
•

Multi-stop vehicle route design with return policy.
Optimal quantity of return material to be pick up along delivery route.



[21]

•

Collection network design for take-back of white goods for remanufacturing.



[34]

•
•

Capacitated location model of warehouse and repair centre.
Allocation of customer within capacity limitations.



[16]

•
•

Facility location-allocation problem.
Assign optimal flow of returned goods including inventory in reverse logistics.



[22]

•

Design generic reverse logistics model considering distribution and recovery network.



[54]

•

Time-varying amount of physical flow for treatment hazardous waste.

[56]

•

Location and inventory policy in B2C firms.



[36]

•
•

Location facilities problem.
Optimal production and transportation quantities of manufacture and remanufacture products.



[19]

•
•

Location-allocation for installing repair facilities and collection sites.
Transportation flows between collection sites and facility sites.



[37]

•
•

Location of collection centres and dismantlers.
Optimal material flows of end-of-life vehicle (ELV).



[35]

•

Location-allocation of repair facilities for 3PLs.



[6]

•
•

Location-allocation and capacity decision for facilities.
Disposition decision for various grade of returned products.



[15]

•

Facility location of end-of-life vehicle (ELV) collection network.



[64]

•

Capacitated vehicle routing problem.

[40]

•

Dynamic location and allocation model in reverse logistics.



[38]

•
•

Location problem for collection points.
Optimal quantity of products to be shipped.



[10]

•

Transportation problem of recycling process.
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Continued
[39]

•
•

Optimal location and capacities of various facilities.
Allocation of material flows between facilities.



[67]

•
•

Location of WEEE intermediate storage points.
Critical path of WEEE considering intermediate storage points.



[57]

•
•

Facility location, production of each facilities and transported quantity between locations.
Optimal inventory to be held at each period.



[60]

•

Location problem with choice of technology.



[17]

•
•

Facility location and capacity of distribution, production/recovery and disposal centres.
Optimal product flows between facilities.



[41]

•
•

Facility location of hybrid distribution/collection, production/recovery and disposal centres.
Optimal quantity flows between network facilities.



[42]

•
•

Number and location of collection/inspection centres.
Optimal quantity of flow between facilities.



[8]

•
•

Location of collection and return centre.
Allocation of product flow between facilities.



[23]

•

Design integrated traditional and reverse supply chain model.



[49]

•

Production, inventory and transportation planning for the waste management.

[58]

•
•

Location and capacity decision of inspection centres and remanufacturing facilities.
Optimal inventory to be held or purchased at remanufacturing plants.



[25]

•

Model a reverse supply chain network design problem considering specified returns.



[50]

•

Optimize quantity of new and recovered products.

[59]

•

Location and flow allocation of products for each facilities integrated with queuing relationship.



[24]

•

Design and model the reliable network for facility location.



[68]

•

Flexible measure of performance outcomes for 3PLs in reverse logistics framework.



[26]

•

Design and planning forward and reverse logistics.



[27]

•

Develop optimal cross-stage reverse logistics model.



[69]

•
•

Location-allocation problem of reverse logistics.
Vehicle routing problem.



[70]

•
•

Service area establishment for each depot.
Scheduling of collection routes for each vehicles.

[61]

•
•

Subset of disassembly centres and processing centres to be opened.
Transportation strategy that satisfy demand by manufacturing centres and recycling centres.

[65]

•

Vehicle routing problem with simultaneous delivery and pick-up.

[46]

•

Optimal location and products assign for each facilities.

[14]

•

Optimal number of manufacturing and remanufacturing product per period.

[44]

•

Design and planning the facility location and allocation.



[43]

•

Facility location and capacities.



[29]

•
•

Facility location problem.
Optimal flow of products between facilities.



[71]

•

Location-inventory-routing problem.



[4]

•
•

Optimal vehicle routing.
Optimal quantities of production to be produced and obtained from the supplier.



[30]

•

Facility location, capacity expansion and transportation quantity between facilities.



[45]

•

Location-allocation problem in reverse logistics.
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Table 2. The number of publication of different decision planning in reverse logistic.
Decision planning

Number of Publication

Strategic

33

Tactical

11

Operational

3

Strategic and Tactical

8

Strategic and Operational

5

Tactical and Operational

1

Strategic, Tactical and Operational

1

focusing on the strategic and tactical decisions planning as compared to the operational. Only one paper has been found that proposed the combination of all
three different decision planning.

5. Conclusions and Future Directions
This paper reviewed the strategic, tactical and operational decision planning in
the reverse logistics supply chain network design problem. The review shows the
proportion of each decision planning and the trends of the reverse logistics
problem studied between 1999 and 2017.
From the literature review, the future work in reverse logistics can be identified. Integration of the three different decisions planning (strategic, tactical and
operational) should be further explored. The combination of these will give significant impact to the research of the reverse logistics network design problem in
terms of the cost reduction and environmental impact. Operational decision
planning requires more attention since only a handful of researches are conducted. The possibilities of integrating two different decisions planning should
also be considered.
Instead of concentrating only to one flow which is the reverse flow, the network should be integrated with the forward flow to form a closed-loop. The integration of the forward and reverse flows will increase the problem complexity.
In order to obtain a realistic reverse logistics problem implemented in the industry, all stages of closed loop supply chain must be considered.
Most of the previous studies focused on the uncertainty in demand and supply
but very few studies investigated the uncertainty product returns. The main issue
in reverse logistics is the process of the recovery which relates to product return.
Researchers should investigate the uncertain quality and quantity of the recovery
and returned products respectively. The model will be set as a stochastic model
and can be solved using fuzzy or stochastic algorithm.
To be more practical, the researchers should consider multi-objectives that
combine the economic factor with the environmental impact as well as the social
aspect. Since the objective of the total cost reduction and profit maximization
are commonly used in the supply chain, other objectives such as maximizing the
consumer satisfaction and responsiveness and minimizing the environmental
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impact caused by the pollution from the transportation and cleaning process
should also be highlighted.
A more realistic network design problem should also consider multi-period,
multi-product and multi-facilities problems. During the setup of the network facility location, the network with multi collection and disassembly centers should
be taken into account. The recovery operations should be well planned too.
These decisions will give significant impact to the cost and the reduction of the
gas emission from the production process. In multi-period problem, the impact
of transportation lead time and time horizon for demand are worth to explore.
When taking the environment issue into consideration, the main factor is due
to the transportation. Researchers should consider different transportation decision variable such as the mode of transportation, the fuel consumption of transportation and freight weight capacity of transportation. These decisions will
bring insights on how transportation is needed in generating large enough volume of recycling and remanufacturing process.
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